
From: ANDERSON, Victoria
To: Hyslop, JS
Cc: Mehta, Shivani; Robinson, Jay
Subject: [External_Sender] RE: RE: If you have any presentations for Wed ..........
Date: Wednesday, April 03, 2019 8:56:26 AM
Attachments: FPRA FAQ 18-0014 T0 for NSP Curves April 1st-2019--RFC.DOCX

FPRA FAQ 18-0018 NSP Update Draft 0g--Feb-11th.docx

The newest versions of FAQ 14 and 18
 
 
 

From: Hyslop, JS [mailto:JS.Hyslop@nrc.gov] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 2, 2019 10:53 AM
To: ANDERSON, Victoria
Cc: Mehta, Shivani; Robinson, Jay
Subject: [EXTERNAL] RE: RE: If you have any presentations for Wed ..........
 
Got it.
 
From: ANDERSON, Victoria [mailto:vka@nei.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2019 10:49 AM
To: Hyslop, JS <JS.Hyslop@nrc.gov>
Cc: Mehta, Shivani <Shivani.Mehta@nrc.gov>; Robinson, Jay <Jay.Robinson@nrc.gov>
Subject: [External_Sender] RE: If you have any presentations for Wed ..........
 
Not a presentation, but here is the revised 00-01 (which we know still needs formatting work).
 

From: Hyslop, JS [mailto:JS.Hyslop@nrc.gov] 
Sent: Monday, April 1, 2019 9:41 AM
To: ANDERSON, Victoria
Cc: Mehta, Shivani; Robinson, Jay
Subject: [EXTERNAL] If you have any presentations for Wed ..........
 
If you have any presentations for our public fire PRA meeting on Wed, please cc: everyone
on this e-mail when you send them to us.
 
I’m getting my computer “refreshed” later today, and don’t want any technical difficulties
getting in the way of our meeting, should they arise.
 
Thanks.
 
J.S.

This electronic message transmission contains information from the Nuclear Energy Institute, Inc. The information is intended solely for the use of the
addressee and its use by any other person is not authorized. If you are not the intended recipient, you have received this communication in error, and
any review, use, disclosure, copying or distribution of the contents of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this electronic
transmission in error, please notify the sender immediately by telephone or by electronic mail and permanently delete the original message. IRS
Circular 230 disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS and other taxing authorities, we inform you that any tax advice
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding
penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed
herein.
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Purpose of FAQ: 



This FAQ provides an interpretation of when to begin crediting the empirically based manual Non-Suppression Probability (NSP) curves for cases where the fire damaged equipment is indicated in the MCR to align with the data used to develop the curves.





Relevant NRC document(s): 



NUREG/CR-6850

NUREG/CR-6850 Supplement 1 (FAQ 08-0050)

NUREG 2169 



Details:



NRC document needing interpretation (include document number and title, section, paragraph, and line numbers as applicable): 



See list of relevant NRC documents



Circumstances requiring interpretation or new guidance:  



The guidance in NUREG/CR-6850 Appendix P implicitly and through example directs that the detection time be subtracted from the overall time until target damage when developing the manual non-suppression probability.  Although NUREG/CR-6850 Supplement 1 (FAQ 08-0050) and NUREG 2169 remove the brigade response time from the NUREG/CR-6850 approach for crediting manual suppression, the subtraction term for the detection time remains.  As a result, the risk associated with the manual non-suppression probability is artificially high most cases.	Comment by Cavedo, Robert:(GenCo-Nuc): This is true for most risk significant cases.  If the fire is severe enough to progress to core damage, then control room equipment with control rom indication will be impacted  





Detail contentious points if licensee and NRC have not reached consensus on the facts and circumstances:



None.





Potentially relevant existing FAQ numbers: 



FAQ 08-0050, “Manual Non-Suppression Probability” 





Response Section:	Comment by Hyslop, JS: This FAQ is insufficient since it does not specify the interaction of this approach with the plant response timeline.	Comment by Cavedo, Robert:(GenCo-Nuc): The timeline is specified in the same context as the existing 6850 timeline.  T=0 is defined a the point at which the growth curve of a fire starts.



Proposed resolution of FAQ and the basis for the proposal:



The manual non-suppression probability (NSP) curves by nature of the data collection process already include the detection time in addition to the brigade response time most risk significant cases.  Once a fire event is logged in a Nuclear power plant, it is detected (i.e. the NSP curve begins).

NUREG-2169 used the Updated Fire Events Database (EPRI 1025284) in the development of the NSP curves.  Whether the fire is detected by a detector, plant equipment failure, or personnel, the T=0 from which the fire is detected is inherently included in the manual response time curves. T=0 is also considered the point of fire growth which is discussed in more detail in this FAQ.	Comment by Hyslop, JS: This is a small part of the RES/EPRI research project. This condition is integrated into the RES program with respect to interruptible fires and growth fires.	Comment by Cavedo, Robert:(GenCo-Nuc): As with all of our efforts, future work can supersede aspects of an FAQ or the FAQ in total.  There is no work in progress which addresses this concern for non-cabinet fires.



Incipient detectors are excluded from the approach in this FAQ since these detectors are not traditional fire detectors and the vast majority of fires are not detected using incipient detectors.



Detection (T=0), in the context of this FAQ, is considered the point at which operations logs that something has happened.  This does not mean that it is initially known that a fire has occurred.  But, it corresponds to the start of the time used to determine event duration.  This is the point at which the NSP curve begins.  The fire will be controlled or extinguished within x amount of time from detection at the confidence calculated using the NSP curves.	Comment by Metzger, Brian: How is the confirmation of the fire taken into account in the fire response timeline and consequently NSP credit?  If a fire is not confirmed, then no response occurs.  Also, could some procedures stipulate that a fire should be confirmed, and others not?  	Comment by Cavedo, Robert:(GenCo-Nuc): This is accounted for by the empirical nature of the data collection.  If the confirmation takes longer, then the response time will be longer.



Due to the empirical nature of the data collection, any delays in the response due to embedded confirmations or procedural delays would be reflected in the response time of the data.



The case in which the time to detection equals 0 with respect to applying the NSP curves from NUREG-2169 is the following:



When the fire is detected by a plant equipment failure that is indicated directly in the control room, the time to detection (Tdet) is inherently included in the manual response time curves since the time from fire initiation to detection is generally assumed negligible and thus the HRR t-squared growth profile does not begin in the PRA model until detection

This timeline illustrates the sequence of events:

· Time	=	-y    Fire Starts

· Time	=	 0     Fire is Detected (i.e. operations logged the event)
Fire Growth Curve Begins (for the specific case above)

· Time	=	x     Fire is controlled or extinguished



In Fire PRA, the NSP curves are used to prevent damage beyond the initial zone-of-influence (ZOI) of the fire source.  For high-energy-arcing faults (HEAF) events, the initial ZOI for target damage is applied at T=0.



For example, if the fire source is an electrical cabinet, the fire might be in the incipient stage for an extended period.  Detection can occur due to equipment damage manifesting through main control board indication changes.  In this case, the timeclock for controlling the fire from expanding beyond the initial ZOI begins when initially logged by operations (i.e. detected).  







Thus, this approach will only be applied to fire scenarios where equipment affected by first target/ignition source affected by the fire would cause direct indication in the control room, aside from any fire detector actuation.  Using T=0 for detection time is only applicable for the current t-squared growth curve (characterized as fast growth in future research [but considered slow growth in traditional fire protection]).  If growth curves other than the t-squared growth at T=0 are considered, then using T=0 as the detection time is not appropriate.	Comment by Metzger, Brian: The growth profile recommended in NUREG/CR-6850 is considered to be slow relative to other fire protection literature.    	Comment by Cavedo, Robert:(GenCo-Nuc): Add your comment



Direct indication is valve position lights, annunciators, gauges, etc.  For example, a transient fire damages a tray that contains a component cooling pump heat exchanger control cable.  The fire causes the throttling valve to change state.  This causes a reactor coolant pump seal high temperature alarm in the control room.  T=0 can be used as valve changing state has control room indication.





If appropriate, provide proposed rewording of guidance for inclusion in the next

Revision:



The following are proposed revisions to NUREG 2169:



The start of the t-squared growth curves and manual NSP curves is T=0 if the first piece of equipment damaged by the fire would be indicated in the control room.  This is equivalent to using the equation with the time to detection, Tdet, set to zero (Tdet=0).	Comment by Metzger, Brian: This is similar to the existing prompt detection credit in NUREG/CR-6850 for in-cabinet detection. 	Comment by Cavedo, Robert:(GenCo-Nuc): As stated earlier, this is not used where incipient detection is credited.



Thus, if control room indication for the first piece of equipment damaged by the fire is not available, then the Tdet, must be calculated using the fire detection models.   The time to detection, Tdet , for automatic suppression systems must be calculated regardless of whether or not control room indication is available for the first piece of equipment damaged by the fire.  Setting Tdet=0 is only applicable to the empirically based manual NSP curves for this particular case.



As this approach is essentially a data change, use of this FAQ would be considered an update (not an upgrade).	Comment by Hyslop, JS: This project needs to be rolled into the RES/EPRI research project to more fully describe the model, including conditions, caveats, relationship to the plant response model, distinction between interruptible and growth fires and their application, etc. 
	Comment by Cavedo, Robert:(GenCo-Nuc): The EPRI task will address cabinet NSP modeling in detail.  Once, that is issued, then this FAQ will only apply to non-cabinet growth and suppression.
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Purpose of FAQ: 



This FAQ provides an update to the non-suppression probabilities (NSPs) based on Bayesian approach separating the data before Jan 1st, 2000 and after.





Relevant NRC document(s): 



NUREG/CR-6850

NUREG/CR-6850 Supplement 1 (FAQ 08-0050)

NUREG 2169 



Details:



NRC document needing interpretation (include document number and title, section, paragraph, and line numbers as applicable): 



See list of relevant NRC documents



Circumstances requiring interpretation or new guidance:  



The non-suppression probabilities (NSP) provided in NUREG 2169 Table 5-1 are considered overly conservative due to the equal treatment of fire data over a prolonged period.  As a result, the risk associated with fires may not reflect the current NSP rates.





Detail contentious points if licensee and NRC have not reached consensus on the facts and circumstances:



Although recent guidance has sought to provide a better estimate of non-suppression probability, in the case of fire events over a prolonged period, the probability of non-suppression is believed to be non-representative of the current NSPs. 





Potentially relevant existing FAQ numbers: 



FAQ 08-0050, “Manual Non-Suppression Probability” 





Response Section:



Proposed resolution of FAQ and the basis for the proposal:



The fire NSPs are adjusted using a Gamma-Poisson Bayesian model using the data before Jan 1st, 2000 as a prior distribution.  There have been numerous improvements to plant process controls that affect both the likelihood, control, and severity of fire scenarios.  This includes smoking controls, foreign material exclusion, cutting and welding improvements, combustion controls, brigade training, etc.  It is for these reasons among others, that the conclusion in NUREG 2169 is that data from 2000 and later is the most applicable in fire analysis.



It seems reasonable to assume that the data before 2000 would have some influence on the data 2000 and beyond but certainly not more influence.  The prior distribution must have less influence than the posterior data.  This is ensured by making the alpha factor of the prior distribution half that of the posterior data while maintaining the mean.  This ensures that the data after 2000 has more influence that the data prior to 2000.



The NSP for HEAF is developed using the data from FAQ 17-0013.



The results for this process are presented for each suppression curve:




T/G Fires:






Control Room:







Notes: The calculation sheet for NUREG-2169 uses one additional event: 537, 9/4/1986, 1 minute.  This event is excluded as the event occurred during pre-operation testing and will no longer counted in the upcoming suppression rate as estimated for Chapter 8 of Rachelle Fire II.


PWR Containment (AP):



Note: The calculations utilized to develop the NSP values in NUREG-2169 Table 5-3 included an error.  Fire Event 66 was associated with a suppression duration of 14 minutes, but the actual duration is 10 minutes.  Therefore, the combined duration is 36 minutes versus the 40 minutes reported in NUREG-2169.


Containment (LPSD):




Outdoor Transformers:






Flammable Gas:




Oil Fires:




Cable Fires:






Electrical NSP (relocated two events to HEAF per FAQ 17-013):



Note: FAQ 17-0013 revised the event count by removing fire events #792 and #922 with a duration of 5 and 3 minutes respectively.  Even without the HEAF FAQ adjustments, the totals obtained from the fire event data differ slightly from those reported in NREG-2169.  When the data from NUREG 2169 is totaled there are 177 events with a duration of 1816 minutes, versus the total of 1815 minutes reported in NUREG-2169 Table 5-3.  This one-minute increase from the original data results in a minor decrease to the lambda mean (from 0.098 to 0.097) that is not expected to result in statistically significant changes to the overall risk calculations.




Welding Fires:




Transient fires:



Note:  The transient fire total duration is slightly larger than the NUREG-2169 total of 386.   This two-minute difference over 388 minutes is conservative, but not significantly conservative.


HEAFs (updated per FAQ 17-0013):




All Fires (adjusted per FAQ 17-013):



Notes: The calculation sheet for NUREG-2169 uses one additional event: 537, 9/4/1986, 1 minute.  This event is excluded as the event occurred during pre-operation testing and will no longer counted in the upcoming suppression rate as estimated for Chapter 8 of Rachelle Fire II.  As Part of FAQ 17-0013, Event 162 was added to HEAF.  As discussed under the EC NSP, there is one event missing.  Therefore, the total for this FAQ is one event lower than NUREG-2169.


Summary Results:







If appropriate, provide proposed rewording of guidance for inclusion in the next

Revision:



The following are proposed revisions to NUREG 2169:


 Table 5-1

Probability distribution for rate of fires suppressed per unit time, λ (Originally, Table P-2 from NUREG/CR-6850)



		Suppression Curve

		Number of Events in Curve

		Total Duration

(minutes)

		Rate of Fire Suppressed (λ)



		

		

		

		Mean

		5th Percent

		50th Percent

		95th Percent



		T/G Fires.

		30

		1167

		0.037

		0.021

		0.036

		0.058



		Control Room

		11

		36

		0.375

		0.163

		0.354

		0.657



		PWR Containment (AP)

		3

		36

		0.083

		0.004

		0.058

		0.250



		Containment (LPSD)

		31

		299

		0.104

		0.075

		0.103

		0.136



		Outdoor transformers

		24

		928

		0.023

		0.012

		0.022

		0.036



		Flammable gas

		8

		234

		0.044

		0.017

		0.041

		0.080



		Oil fires

		50

		562

		0.118

		0.083

		0.117

		0.158



		Cable fire

		4

		29

		0.138

		0.007

		0.096

		0.413



		Electrical fires

		174

		1805

		0.099

		0.083

		0.099

		0.116



		Weld fires

		52

		484

		0.108

		0.081

		0.107

		0.138



		Transient fire

		43

		388

		0.114

		0.079

		0.112

		0.155



		HEAFs

		11

		385

		0.026

		0.013

		0.025

		0.031



		All fires

		441

		6353

		0.077

		0.069

		0.077

		0.085





 (
Non-Suppression Probability
)

		FAQ Number

		18-0018

		FAQ Revision

		0 (Draft G)



		FAQ Title

		Updated Non-Suppression Probability (NSP)
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The prior Alpha factor from the before 2000 data is considered to be half that of 


the distribution that would be developed without a prior (i.e. the data after 2000 is 


more signficant than the data prior to 2000)
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The prior Alpha factor from the before 2000 data is considered to be half that of 


the distribution that would be developed without a prior (i.e. the data after 2000 is 


more signficant than the data prior to 2000)
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The prior Alpha factor from the before 2000 data is considered to be half that of 


the distribution that would be developed without a prior (i.e. the data after 2000 is 


more signficant than the data prior to 2000)
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